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The effectiveness of context
before, after, and around a missing word

DAVID C, RUBIN
Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin 54911

The probability of correctly guessing a missing word was measured using four different kinds of
context: all words before the missing word (forward context), all words after the missing word (backward
context), all words before and the one word after the missing word (surround context), and just the one
word after the missing word. The probability of correctly guessing a missing word was greater with the
forward than with the backward context. The probability of guessing correctly with the surround context
was much greater than would be predicted from the independent combination of its forward and one word
after components. The results provide evidence that expectations are formed continuously during
comprehension, but not in a strict word-by-word order, hnplications for information theory are noted.

Expectations are known to be important in the
normal comprehension of language (e~g., Neisser,
1967). This paper investigates expectations arising
from context occurring belore, after, and around a
missing word. By completely removing the stimulus
~ord from its context, expectations can be studied
~ithout attempting lo study the interaction of those
expectations with the perception of the physical
stimulus itself.

Language is normally presented in a fixed temporal
order, that is, from left to right. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that through practice, or the
evolved structure of language, context to the left of a
\~ord would come to produce more accurate
expectations than context to the right of that word.
Wh~le this assumption has considerable support
(Beret, 1970; Forster, 1974; Garrett, 1974; Howes,
1974), it has been neither directly tested nor
untvcr’~ally accepted For instance, translormational
grammars, as well as some nontransformational
grammars (Kay, 1973) do not begin processing a
sentence until after it is complete. Such grammars
should not favor context to the left over context to the
right, as all context is available and necessary at the
tm~c the sentence i~ parsed. Similarly, intbrmation
theory predicts equivalent redundancy given context
to the left and right of a missing word.

Even if language is processed in a general
lell-to-right order, transient memories cou!d allow
judgments to be postponed for a period of time longer
than the duration ot individual words. That is,
c:,pcctations need not be formed strictly on a
x~ord-bv-word basis. Rather, a small amount of
conlcxt to the right ol a ~ord could be used to limit
the possible alternatives. If efficient use is normally
made ol such context in comprehension, then adding
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a small amount ot context to the right of a missing
~ord should greatly increase its predictability.

The distinction between a word-by-word and a
~ait-and-see strategy has implications for current
theories ot comprehension (Garrett, 1974). For
instance, Kaplan and Wanner have proposed a tbrmal
computer model of comprehension which accounts for
many, otherwise unsystematic, psychological findings
(Kaplan, 1975; Wanner &Maratsos, Note 1). Using a
strict word-by-word, left-to-right order, the model
continuously guesses at the syntactic structure of a
sent,:nce as each word in that sentence is presented. A
large effect ol postcontext might suggest a
modification to delay’ judgment until more context is
available.

T ~e lollowing experiments are an attempt to resolve
some of these issues empirically. While expectations
have been studied extensively {Garner, 1962; Rankin,
19(~5), only t~o kind’, of context have generally been
used. Either the context has consisted of words prior
to the missing word (tbrward context) or else the
context has been a passage from which several words
have bccn deleted tc.g., Miller & Coleman, 1967). In
Experiment 1, three types of context were studied:
I1) the standard foruard context, (2) backward
context which consists ol the ~ords after the missing
word, and (3)surround context which consists of
tor~ard context plus the one word ~hich follows the
mis:.ing word. A between-subjects design was used in
~hich each subject guessed at words missing from a
pas,agc given only one of these three types of context.

EXPERIMENT !

Method
Subjects. "lh~rty-s~x undergraduates volunteered for the

expertment.
Materials. Three 1S0-word passages were used. The passages

wcrc cahbraled by Mdlcr and Coleman (1967) as havmg nearly
cqm~alcnt lorward context predtctabd~ty (34.3% , 34.4%, and
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34.4% correct). Fourteen words from each passage (every lOth
~ord except the last word) were chosen as missing words.

Booklets were used to present the stimulus material. The first
page of the torward context booklet consisted of the first 9 words of
a stor~ and a blank space. The second page consisted of the first 19
words ot that story and a blank space. The third page consisted of
the first 29 ~ords of the story, and so tbrth until the 15th page,
which contained the complete story with no blanks,

The format for the surround context consisted of the forward
contexts plus the one ~ord ~h~ch followed the missing word.

The first page of the backward context consisted of a blank space
followed by the last 10 words of a passage. The second page
conststed ot a blank followed by the last 20 words of that story, and
so forth untd the sto~ was completed.

The combination of the three contexts with the three stories
resulted in rune unique context-story pairs. Four booklets were
prepared for each of these nine pairs.

Procedure. Each of the 36 subjects was given a booklet and
instructed to fill in each blank with the word they thought was most
hkely to have been in the original text. Examples of the three types
of context were given in the instructions. The task was self-paced.
Following the traditional procedure (Miller & Coleman, 1967), a
response was scored correct only if it was identical to the missing
word. Misspellings were allowed, but only if they did not result in a
change of tense or number.

Results
The effect of the context was significant [F(2,27) =

18.09. p < .0001]. The effects of the story [F(2,27) =
3.00, p = .06] and the Context by Story interaction
[F(4,27) - 0.20, p = .94] were not. The means for
the context main effect were 30.3% (SD = 11.6%),
22.0% (SD = 11.3%), and 50.6% (SD = 11.2%) for
the forward, backward, and surround contexts,
respectively. The differences between the means were
significant at the .01 level (Newman-Keuls test).

The marginally significant main effect of stories,
which indicates only that the stories did not have
equally easy missing words, is of little importance
here, as the Story by Context interaction is
nonsignificant. In particular, the forward, backward,
and surround context means for the three stories
considered individually are: 41.1%, 21.4%, 50.0%
[F(2,q) -- 8.04. p = .01]; 30.4%, 25.0%, 51.8%
[F(2,q) -- 6.92, p = .02]; 37.5%, 21.4%, 50.0%
[F(2,9) = 3.74, p = .06]. Thus, the effect of context
is the same for the three stories sampled. A more
severe test of the generality of the results is to consider
both missing words and subjects as random variables.
Using Clark’s (1973) tbrmulas 1S and 16 to calculate
the minimun~ quasi F ratio, the effect of context is
again significant [min F’(2,103) = 6.05, p < .00S]
while the effect of story [min F’(2,55) = .56] and the
Story by Context interaction [min F’(4,103) = .06]
are not.

It should be noted that the passages and missing
words were sampled without regard to semantic or
syntactic structure. It is quite possible that sampling
in a semantically or syntactically determined manner
could lead to different results. For instance, choosing
passages with plots that only become clear in the last
sentence or choosing the missing words to always be

the first words of a sentence might reduce the
superiority of the forward over the backward context.
Likewise, choosing missing words to always be the last
word of a clause or sentence might reduce the
superiority of the surround over the forward context.

Subjects using the surround context consistently
had one more word of context than subjects using the
forward context: that is, they had an a~rage of 75 as
opposed to 74 words of context. The difference in the
number of words of context provided, however,
cannot account for the superiority of the surround
context. First, there was no statistically significant
increase in the probability of a correct guess as a
function of position in the passage. Second, the
forward context could have been given an average of 9
more words of context than the surround context by
eliminating from the scoring the first missing word of
the lbrward context and the last missing word of the
surround context. This deletion of blanks would have
left an average of 79 words of context in the forward
direction as opposed to 70 in the surround. The
difference between the surround and forward context
would still, however, have remained significant
[35.1% vs. 48.8%. t(22) = 2.83, p < .01].

EXPERIMENT II

The surround context consists of the ibrward
context plus the one word after the missing word. In
order to examine the relation of the forward and
surround contexts in more detail, the probability of
guessing correctly given only the one word after the
missing word was measured.

Method
Subjects. Twelve undergraduates, who did not take part in

Experiment I, volunteered.
Materials. For each of the 42 missing words from Experiment I,

a 4 x 6 m. index card was prepared. On it was typed a code number
and a blank space followed by the one word after the missing word.

Procedure. Subjects were run ~ndividually. Each subject was
asked to fill tn every blank in the 42 shuffled cards. The subjects
were mtbrmed that these contexts came from several different
passages.

Results
The average probability of guessing a missing word

correctly given only the one word after was 0.048 (SD
: 0.020).

Given this probability, the relation of forward and
surround context can be examined in more detail. Let
the probability of guessing correctly with the forward
context be Pfand the probability of guessing correctly
with the one-word-after context be Pa. Assume these
two sources of information are independent, that is, if
Pf is unaffected by the presence of the one-word-after
context and Pa is unaffected by the forward context.
Then, with both sources of information, the
probability of guessing correctly. Pindependent,
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~ould be Pf + Pa - Pf " Pa (Pollack, 1064; Tulving,
Mandler. & Baumal, 1964). In other words, if
subjects used the intbrmation from the forward
context and information from the one-word-after
context independently, then the probability of
guessing, given both contexts (i.e.. given the surround
context). ~ould be Pf + Pa -- Pf ’ Pa or 0.394. This
probability is well below that actually observed for the
surround context. [Assuming the most conservative
case of SDZindependent --- SD2f + SD2a, t(22) =
2.29, p < .05].

Thus, the t~o sources of infbrmation are not used
independently, but are used in conjunction to limit
the possible guesses.

DISCUSSION

The probability of guessing a missing word
correctly is greater given the n words before it than
given the n words after it. This overall left-to-right
advantage, however, does not hold on a word-to-word
level. Over this short range of context, providing one
additional word after a missing word provides much
greater constraint than providing 10 additional words
betbre it. These results can be accounted for in terms
of a user-language system which has developed to
operate on temporally ordered stimuli. Over the short
range, however, the stimuli need not be processed in
their original temporal order, as sensory information
stores and short-term memory" can be used to hold
segments of the stimuli longer than one word.

The study also has implications for information
theo~’. According to intbrmation theory, the forward
and backward contexts should have yielded the same
redundancy (see Garner, 1962, p. 225, or Shannon,
1951, p. 58, for tbrmal proofs). In fact, Shannon
(1951) has demonstrated this equality for missing
letters and Garner (1962) has gone as far as to argue
that the 50% tbrward redundancy of letters in English
exists just because ,50% redundancy in the forward
direction implies 50% redundancy in the backward
direction, yielding a desirable 100% bilateral
redundancy. While this paper remains mute on letter
redundancy, it does demonstrate that for words the
probability of guessing correctly is greater with
forward than with backward context. The actual
redundancy measure considered by information
theory was not used here because of the extremely
large number of subjects that would have been needed
for reliable calculations. It is therefore necessary to
assume that, over the sample of contexts presented,
the greater predictability of the forward context
implies a greater redundancy. As an examination of
the data indicates that subjects did not make more of
the same incorrect guesses in the backward than in
the tbrward context (which would have been necessary

to increase redundancy ~ithout increasing pre-
dictability), this assumption seems reasonable. The
results therefore indicate that the common use of
human subjects to obtairt estimates of redundancy
must be reexamined. At least at the word level, the
systenaatic differences between forward and backward
con~:ext indicate that, while estimates of information
based on human judgment may provide valid
me~sures of information in the general sense of the
word, they cannot provide a valid measure of
information in the statistical sense.

REFERENCE NOTE

1 Wanner, E., & Maratsos, M. An augmented transitton net-
word model oj relative clause comprehension. Unpublished
manuscript. Harvard University. 1975.
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